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“You can have anything you 
want in life if you dress for it.” 

— Edith Head

brand naming
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Curae is the Latin word for the phrase “take care”. 
As an environmentally conscious and sustainable 
clothing brand, our name is a direct reminder that 
we must take care of our earth and its resources. 
To take care means to love, cherish, nurture, and 
most to all to be cautious; all actions that Curae 
stands by and aims to embody as a fashion line. 



brand story
Curae curates quality unisex garments made from 
organic and natural materials, all while maintaining the 
embodiment of self-expression and fashion freedom. 
Curae moves away from monotonous and minimalist 
fashion lines and stands out by incorporating the utmost 
personality, attention to detail, unique colour palettes, 
and personality in every garment. The brand is unique 
in its sector as it provides sustainably made clothing to 
make their audience feel amazing; about their purchase 
and while wearing it. Curae’s array of timeless organic 
garments are assembled to offer a fashion line that is 
made to last. 

According to The Guardian “One in three young women, 
the biggest segment of consumers, consider garments 
worn once or twice to be considered old”. Curae is born 
from the wish to wear garments that are environmentally 
sustainable, exciting and expressive. This provides con-
sumers with exactly what they need to curate a person-
alized and long-lasting sustainable wardrobe. Curae’s 
audience not only attains pieces they need, but they are 
given the choice to shop for essentials, basics, statement 
pieces, and all of the above. The Curae consumer feels 
attached towards the clothing articles they commit to, as 
they not only reflect their style but their ethical and envi-
ronmental values as well. Curae provides garments full of 
character that are truly made to last and take care of our 
beloved planet earth.



brand persona

brand essence
“Fashion Freedom”
The brand’s essence is to provide fashion freedom to their beloved customers. 
Freedom in fashion means wearing pieces that truly reflect one’s personality, 
style, persona, while also staying in alignment with their environmental concerns 
and values. Customers can feel good in and about their purchase and will not 
have to worry about various ethical issues prevalent in the fast-fashion industry. 
At its core, Curae is an uplifting fashion line not a restricting and mundane one. 
The brand provides a fresh and personalized take to sustainable fashion; one 
that will surely ‘take care’ of our planet and its habitants.
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brand values

envisioned future
Curae is looking forward to a world where sustainable 
fashion is not boring, minimalist, and stripped down of all 
personality. As sustainable clothing slowly becomes the 
norme, so will accessibility, affordability, and most of all 
variety in style, colour, pattern, and textures. 

Curae hopes to kick-start the movement of fun, fresh, and 
personalized sustainable fashion, while moving away from 
simple, mundane colours and styles. At the end of the day, 
what Curae provides is not only for the world’s maturing 
generations but for the earth as well. Curae envisioned 
taking care of our earth, its people, and their needs. 

freedom of expression 
We believe living freely and expressing 
yourself through fashion is the key personal 
fulfillment. The way you express yourself 
starts with what you wear, and what you 
wear dictates the rest of your day.  

quality garments 
We believe quality garments are the key 
to a better and more sustainable future. 
Providing garments that are made to last 
not only benefits our users, but our beloved 
earth as well. 

living consciously
We believe living consciously can do no 
harm. Making environmentally conscious 
fashion choices is a simple way to make 
a difference in the world and reduce our 
carbon footprint.  

“By thinking of the garments we wear as 
short term tools rather than long term 
investments, we contribute to wasteful 
consumption patterns that inevitably 
lead us towards drastic climate change.”



image world

“As consumers, we have so much 
power to change the world by just 
being careful in what we buy”

 — Emma Watson
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business system



website



magazine advertising

billboard advertising



storefront & branded vehicle





team fashion



shopping bag reusable canvas tote  



“Care for your clothes, like 
the good friends they are.” 

— Joan Crawford
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